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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce the definition of fuzzy distance space on fuzzy set then we study and discuss 
several properties of  this space after some illustrative examples are given . Furthermore we introduce 
 the definition of fuzzy convergence, fuzzy Cauchy sequence of fuzzy point and fuzzy bounded fuzzy  
distance space .  
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INTRODUCTION  
In 1965 fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [20] many authors used this concept to formulate the notion of fuzzy metric 
on ordinary set [1,2,3,7,8,9,10,13,15,16]. In 1975 Kramosil and Michalek [14] introduce the definition of fuzzy metric on 
ordinary set which was called later the KM- fuzzy metric space. In 1994 George and Veermani [5] modified the KM-fuzzy 
metric space by taking instead of minimum function the binary operation t-norm which was called later GV-fuzzy metric 
space on ordinary set. In this paper we modified the definition of GV-fuzzy metric to a fuzzy space on fuzzy set This 
paper consist of three sections. In section two we introduce basic properties of fuzzy set and explain the difference 
between continuous and discrete fuzzy sets by example. After that we introduce the definition of fuzzy distance on fuzzy 
set then we give some examples to illustrate this notion. In section three we define fuzzy open fuzzy ball, fuzzy 
convergence of sequence of fuzzy points, fuzzy closed fuzzy set, fuzzy bounded fuzzy set, fuzzy dense fuzzy set and 
fuzzy Cauchy fuzzy sequence. It was proved that, let(Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space on the fuzzy set Ã and let  be a 
subset of Ã. then  is a fuzzy dense in Ã if and only if for every Ã there is    such that ( , )  (1-  ) for 
some 0    1. (see Theorem 2.12). 
1. FUZZY DISTANCE SPACE ON A FUZZY SET 
Definition 1.1:[20] 
  Let X be a nonempty set of elements, a fuzzy set  in X is characterized by a membership function, (x): X→ [0,1]. Then 
we can write  = {(x, (x)): xX, 0 (x)  1}. 
We now recall an example of a continuous fuzzy set. 
Example 1.2:[17]  
Let X =  and let  be a fuzzy set in   with membership function by: 
(x) =  .   
Definition 1.3:[4] 
Let Ã and  be two fuzzy sets in X. then  
1- Ã   if and only if (x) ≤ (x) for all xX 
2- Ã =  if and only if (x) = (x) for all xX 
3-  Ã  if and only if (x) = (x) ˅ (x) for all xX 
4-  Ã  if and only if (x) = (x) ˄ (x) for all xX 
5- (x) = 1- (x) for all xX 
Definition 1.4:[17] 
If Ã and  are fuzzy sets in a nonempty sets X and Y respectively then the 
 Cartesian product Ã    of  Ã and  is defined by: 
(x, y) = (x) ˄ (y) for all (x, y) X  
Definition 1.5:[19] 
A fuzzy point p in X is a fuzzy set with member  
                α       if y=x 
(y) =  
0 Otherwise                                
1  
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For all y in X  where 0 α 1. We denote this fuzzy point by  . Two fuzzy  points   and are said to be distinct if 
and only if x≠ y. 
Definition 1.6:[20] 
Let  be a fuzzy point and Ã be a fuzzy set in X. then  is said to be in Ã or 
 belongs to Ã which is denoted by  Ã if and only if (x) α. 
Definition 1.7:[11] 
Let f be a function from a nonempty set X into a nonempty set Y. If  is a fuzzy 
 set in Y then  is a fuzzy set in X defined by: 
(x) = (x) for all x in X. Also if Ã is a fuzzy set in X then f(Ã) is 
 a fuzzy set in Y defined by: 
                      ˅ { (x): x        if ≠ Ø 
(y) =   
                        0                                    Otherwise           
Proposition 1.8:[12] 
Let : X→ Y be a function. Then for a fuzzy point  in X, f( ) is a fuzzy point 
 in Y and  f( )=  . 
Definition 1.9:[5] 
 A binary operation : [0, 1]  [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a continuous triangular norm (or 
 simply t-norm ) if for all a, b, c, e[0, 1] the following conditions hold:  
1- a b = b a                           (commutatively) 
2- a 1 = a  
3- (a b) c = a (b c)               (associativity) 
4- If a  c and b  e then a b  c e. 
Example 1.10:[6] 
 Define a b = a.b, for all a, b[0,1], where a.b is the usual multiplication in [0,1] 
 then  is a continuous t-norm. 
Example 1.11:[8]  
 Define a b = min{a,b} for all a, b[0,1], it follows that  is a continuous t-norm. 
Example 1.12:[10] 
 Define a b = max {0, a + b – 1} for all a, b[0,1], it follows that  is a continuous t-norm. 
Remark 1.13:[5] 
 For any a  b, we can find c such that a c  b and for any d we can find q such that q q  d , where a, b, c, d and q 
belong to (0,1). 
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Now we introduce the definition of fuzzy distance space on fuzzy set 
Definition 1.14: 
Let X be  any  set. The triple (Ã, ,) is said to be a fuzzy distance space , where Ã 
 is an arbitrary fuzzy set in X,  is continuous t-norm and  is a fuzzy  set on 
 Ã Ã→ [0, 1] satisfying the following  conditions :  
(FM1)  ( , )  0 for all , Ã. 
(FM2)  ( ,  ) = 1 if and only if =.  
(FM3)  ( , ) =  ( , ) for all ,  Ã. 
(FM4) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) for all ,  ,  Ã. 
(FM5)  ( , ): is a continuous fuzzy set for all , .  
Remark 1.15: 
Condition (FM2) means that ( , ) =1 for all Ã and ( , ) 1 for all 
  ≠  in Ã. 
Remark 1.16:  
( , ) can be considered as the degree of nearness between  and .  
Definition 1.17:  
 Let (Ã, ,)  be a fuzzy distance space then  is continuous fuzzy  set if whenever ( , )  and ( , )→  in Ã 
then (( , ),( , )) → ( , )  that is (( , ),( , )) = 
 ( ,  ) . 
Lemma 1.18: 
Suppose that (X,d) is an ordinary metric space and assume that Ã is a fuzzy set in X. Define d( , ) = 
 d( , ) for all ,  Ã. Then (Ã, d) is a metric space.  
Example 1.19:  
 Let X =  and let a b =a.b for all a, b  [0,1].let Ã be a fuzzy set in  Define 
( , )=   for all  , Ã. Then (Ã, ) is a fuzzy distance space 
 on the fuzzy set Ã. 
Proof: 
(FM1)  It is clear that ( , ) 0 for all ,   . 
(FM2)  Assume that  = . Then this implies that |  | = 0  
    Hence   = 1  implies that   ( , ) = 1 
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Conversely, assume that  ( , ) = 1.  So      =1, which implies 
 that   = = 1. Hence = 0     it follows  = .  
      Therefore  ( , ) = 1 if and only if  =  
(FM3)  Since |  | = | - |  for all , Ã it follows that 
            ( ,  ) = ( , ) for all , Ã . 
(F )  To prove  ( , ) ( ,zσ) ( , ) .  
            We know that for all , , and    . 
                      ≤  +  
            Thus    
            Since  is an increasing function for all xα 0 
            Therefore   
            Thus ( , ) ( ,  ) ( , ) 
( )  Let { , )} and {( , )} be two sequences in Ã such  that  
 ( , )→   and ( , )→   
     Therefore (( , ),( , )) =  
     =  =  =  
      = ( , ). That is (( , ),( , ))→ ( , ). 
           Hence  is a continuous fuzzy set  
Remark 1.20: 
1-In example 1.19 we can replace  by any nonempty  set X and the usual  metric on  by any metric d. 
2-Example 1.19 is also a fuzzy metric space  with the t-norm defined by ab = min{a,b} for all a, b [0,1]. 
Example 1.21: 
Let X =  and a b = a.b for all a, b [0,1] and let Ã be a fuzzy set in X 
                                                if  x y 
  Define ( , ) =      
                                                if  y x  
for all ,   Ã. Then (Ã, , )  is a fuzzy distance space. 
In the following example we show that not every fuzzy set on is a fuzzy metric space on the 
 fuzzy set Ã  . 
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Example 1.22: 
 Let X=  and let Ã=[2, ]  be a fuzzy set in X, consider the mapping  
  : Ã Ã→ [0, 1]  is  defined by : 
                      1           if a = b 
( , ) =   
                       + (       if a ≠ b      
 Where  α  β = α. β for all α, β [0,1] 
Proof:  
( )  We show that ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) is not satisfied for all    , ,  . Let 
  =10,  = 3 and = 100 where α=  ,  ,σ = Since a ≠ b ≠ c 
Then ( , )=(  +  =0.01+0.111= 0.121 
  And ( , )=  + =    +  =0.111+0.0001= 0.1112 
( , )= (   =   +  =0.01+0.0001= 0.0101  
Therefore ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 
Thus  is not a fuzzy distance space  
Lemma 1.23: 
 Let (X, d) be an ordinary metric space and let Ã be a fuzzy set in X. define 
 d( , ) = d( , ) for all ,  Ã. Then (Ã, d) is a metric space.  
Proposition 1.24:  
 Let (X, d) be an ordinary metric space and let a b = a.b for all a, b[0,1]. Then by lemma 1.23, (Ã, d) 
 is a metric space. Define ( , ) =   ,  then (Ã, , ) is a fuzzy distance space and it is 
 called the fuzzy metric on the fuzzy set Ã induced by the metric d, where t= . 
Proof:  
( )  It is clear that ( , )  0 for all , Ã. 
( )  Assume that  =  then d( , ) = 0 so ( , ) = 1. 
            Conversely, assume  that  ( ,yβ) = 1 
            So,    = 1   , implies t = t+ d( ,yβ) 
           Or         d( , ) = 0  ,  so  = , thus ( , ) = 1   = . 
( )  Since d( , ) = d( , ) so ( , ) = ( , ). 
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( )  To prove ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) notice that for all , , , Ã,  
we have ( , , ) =   
                                              .  
                                            ( ,  ) ( , )  
( )  Let {( , )} and {( , )} be two sequences of fuzzy points in Ã such that ( , )→ . 
Then (( , ),( , )) =   =    =    =  
( , )  
 That is (( , ),( , )) → ( , ). Hence  is a continuous fuzzy set  
Remark 1.25: 
Let (Ã, ,) be a fuzzy distance space. Then (( , )) (( , )) 
(( , )) ….. (( , )). 
2. Fuzzy Convergence, Fuzzy Cauchy Sequences, Fuzzy 
 bounded, Fuzzy open and Fuzzy closed Fuzzy sets 
In this section Ã will be a fuzzy set in the nonempty set X.  
Definition 2.1:  
Let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space on the fuzzy set Ã, we define ( ,r) = { Ã : ( , )  
(1- r) } then ( ,r) is called an fuzzy open fuzzy ball with center the fuzzy point Ã and radius 
  0  r  1. 
Proposition 2.2:  
  Let ( , ) and ( , ) be two fuzzy open fuzzy balls with the same center Ã and with radiuses ,  (0,1) . Then 
we either have ( , )  ( , ) or 
 (( , )  ( , ). 
Proof: 
Let Ã and consider the fuzzy open fuzzy balls ( , ) and ( , ) with ,  (0,1). If  =  then the proposition 
holds. 
Next, we assume that ≠ , we may assume without loss of generality that  
  this implies that  (1-  (1- . 
Now let     ( , ),    it follows that  ( , )  (1- . So  ( , )   
(1- . Hence   (xα, ). This shows that  ( , ) ( , ). By 
 assuming that  . 
We can similarly show that   ( , )  (( , )  
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Definition 2.3: 
A sequence )} of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) is said to be fuzzy converges to a fuzzy point  Ã 
if for all 0   1, there exists a positive  number N such that, ( ), )  (1-   for all n  N. 
Definition 2.4: 
 A sequence )}of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) is said to be fuzzy converges to a fuzzy point Ã 
if   ( ), ) = 1. 
Theorem 2.5:  
Definition 2.3 and definition 2.4 are equivalent. 
Proof:  
Suppose that the sequence  )} fuzzy converges to  in sense of definition  2.3 then for all 0  r  1 there exists a 
positive number N such that ( ), ) (1- r) for all n  N and hence [1- ( ), )]  r. Therefore ( ), 
) converges to 1 as n tends to . Conversely, assume that  ( ), ) converges to 1 as n tends to   . Then for 
0  r  1 there exists a positive integer N such that, 
[1- ( ), )]  r for all n  N. It follows that ( ), ) (1- r) for all n  N. Hence  )} fuzzy  
 converges to   in sense of Definition of 2.4  
Proposition 2.6: 
  Let (X, d) be a metric space and let (Ã, , ) be the fuzzy distance space induced 
  by d. Let  )} be a sequence of fuzzy points in Ã. Then  )} converges  
to Ã in (Ã, d) if and only if )}fuzzy converges to  in (Ã, , ). 
Proof:    
Suppose that  converges to Ã in (Ã, d) it follows that 
d( ), ) = 0  
Now, 
    (( ), ) = =  = 1  
Hence )} fuzzy converges to  in (Ã, , ), where t= min {α,  
Conversely, assume that )} fuzzy converge to  in (Ã, , ), it  
follows that (( ), ) = 1  
Now,  = 1, where t=min{α,  which implies 
 that   = 1, so  = t, it follows 
 that xα  = t-t = 0 
Hence )} fuzzy converges to  in (Ã, d)  
Definition 2.7: A fuzzy subset  of a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) is said to be fuzzy open  if it contains a fuzzy ball 
about each of its fuzzy points. A fuzzy subset  of 
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 (Ã, , ) is said to be  fuzzy closed if its complement is fuzzy open that is 
  = Ã –  is fuzzy open. 
Theorem 2.8: 
Every fuzzy open fuzzy ball in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) on a  fuzzy set  Ã is a fuzzy open fuzzy set. 
Proof:  
  Consider a fuzzy open fuzzy ball ( ,r) where Ã and 0  r 1. let  ( ,r)     implies ( ,  )  (1- r) , put  t 
= ( ,  ) 1- r) , then we can find s, 0  s  1, such that  t   (1- s  (1- r) . Now for a given t and s such that   t  
(1- s), we can find 0  1 such that (t (1- s)  by Remark 1.13, now consider the fuzzy ball ( ,1- ), we claim 
( ,1- )  ( ,r). Let  ( , 1- ) so ( , ) . Therefore ( , ) ( ,  ) ( , ) 
( , )  (t  (1- s)  (1- r ). Hence  ( , r) so ( , 1- )  ( , r)  
Definition 2.9: 
 Let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space on a fuzzy  set Ã and let Ã then the  fuzzy closure of  is denoted by  or FCL( ) 
and is defined to be the smallest  fuzzy closed fuzzy set contains . 
Definition 2.10: 
  A fuzzy subset  of a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) on a fuzzy  set Ã is said to be fuzzy dense in Ã if  = Ã. 
Lemma 2.11:  
Let  be a fuzzy subset of Ã and let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space on the fuzzy set Ã then   if and only if there is a 
sequence {( , )} in  such that ( , ) → , where α, [0,1]. 
Proof:  
Let   , if   then we take sequence of that type is ( , , ,…, ,…). If  , it is a limit fuzzy point of . Hence 
we construct the sequence (    by (( , )  (1-   for each n = 1, 2, 3,….. The fuzzy ball ( , ) 
contains  and ( , )→  because (( , ) = 1. Conversely if {( , )} in  and 
( , )→  then , or every neighborhood of  contains  fuzzy points ( , )≠ , so that  is a fuzzy limit of , 
hence   by the definition of the fuzzy closure  
Theorem 2.12: 
Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) then   is fuzzy dense in Ã if and only if for every 
Ã there is    such that  ( , )  (1- for  some 0  1. 
Proof:  
Suppose that  is fuzzy  dense in Ã and Ã so   and by Lemma 2.11 there is a sequence ,    such that 
, →  that is for a given 0  1 there is a positive number N such that ( ,  ) 1-  for all n  N. 
Take  = , so ( , )  (1- . Conversely to prove   is fuzzy dense in Ã we have to show that for each Ã  
then there is    such that ( , , )  (1- ) . Now take 0  1 such 
 that   for each k  N for some positive number N. Hence we have a  
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sequence ( ,   such that  ( , , )  (1-  (1-  for all k  N that is , →  so   
Definition 2.13:  
 A sequence )} of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) is said  to be fuzzy Cauchy if for each 0  1 
there is a positive number N such that ( ) , ) )  (1-  for all n, m . 
Theorem 2.14:  
In a fuzzy distance space every fuzzy convergent sequence of fuzzy points is fuzzy  Cauchy. 
Proof: 
 Let  )}  be a sequence of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , )  that is fuzzy converges to  Ã , then for 
given  0  1 there is a positive  number such that ( ) , ) 1-  . Now by Remark 1.13, there is  (1-r)  
(0,1) such that (1-  (1-  (1- r) .Now for each m, n   , we obtain  ( ) , ) )  ( ) , ) 
( , ) )  (1-  (1-   (1- r). Hence )} is a fuzzy Cauchy  
Proposition 2.15: 
Let (X, d) be a metric space and let =  where t= min{α,β}. 
Then  )} is a Cauchy sequence in ( ,d) if and only if )}  is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in (Ã, 
, ). 
Proof: 
 Suppose that  )}  is a Cauchy sequence in (Ã, d), then there is a positive number N such that d( ) , 
) )   for given  and for all m, n  N. 
 Now   t+ d( ) , ) )  , implies   Put      = (1- r)   for some 0  r  1. 
It follows that  (1- r) for all m, n  N. Hence  )}  is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in (Ã, 
, ). 
Conversely, assume that )}  is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in (Ã, , ) then given 0  1, there is a positive 
number N such that  (1-  . Put (1-  = r then  r for all n, m  N.  
This implies  , it follows that   – t)  for all n, m  N, put   – 
t = k. Then   k  for  all n, m N.  Hence  )}  is Cauchy sequence in (Ã, d)  
Definition 2.16:  
Let )}  be a given sequence of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) and let ( ) be a sequence of positive 
integer such that …Then the sequence {( )} is called a subsequence of )}. If ( ) 
fuzzy converges, its limit is called a sub sequential limit of )}.It is clear that a sequence )}  in Ã fuzzy 
converges to  if and only if every subsequence of it fuzzy converges to . 
Proposition 2.17: 
If a fuzzy Cauchy sequence of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) contains a fuzzy convergent subsequence, then 
the sequence  fuzzy converges to the same fuzzy limit as thesubsequence. 
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Proof: 
Let )}  be a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in (Ã, , ). Then for a given 0 1, there exists an integer N such that 
( ) , ) )  (1- ) whenever m, n N. Denote by {( )} a fuzzy convergent subsequence of 
)} and its limit by . It follows that  ( , ) )  (1- ) whenever m, n  N. Since ( ) is strictly 
increasing sequence of positive integer. 
Now  ( , ) )   ( , ( )   (( , ) )   ( , ( )  (1- )  Letting 
m→ , we have  ( , ) )  1  (1- ) = (1- )  So, the sequence  )} fuzzy converges to   
Definition 2.18:  
 Let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space. A fuzzy subset  of Ã is said to be fuzzy bounded if there exists 0  r  1 such that, 
   (1- r), for all ,  . 
Proposition 2.19:  
Let (X, d) be a  metric space and let ( )=   where t=α ˄ β then a fuzzy subset  of Ã is fuzzy bounded if 
and only if it is bounded. 
Proof: 
Assume that  is fuzzy bounded then there is 0  r  1 such that ( )  (1- r) for all ,   . Now put (1- r) =  
Then ( )=  . Implies t+d( , )    , it follows that d( )  - t , put   - t  = k. Therefore 
d( )  k for all ,  . Hence  is bounded. 
Conversely, suppose that  is bounded then there is k such that  d( )  k for all ,  . Implies t+ d( )   
t+k ,  implies  . Let 0  1 with   = (1-  .  Therefore ( ))  (1-   for all ,   
Hence  is fuzzy bounded.  
Lemma 2.20:  
A fuzzy convergent sequence of fuzzy points in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) is fuzzy bounded  
and its fuzzy limit is unique. 
Proof: 
Suppose that )} fuzzy converges to  then given 0  1 we can find a positive number N such that  
( ) , ) 1-  for all n  N Let t = min{ (( , ) , (( , ),…., (( , )}. Then by 
Remark 1.13 there is  0  r  1 such that  t  (1- )  (1- r). Now for all n  N  ( ) , )  ( ) , 
) )  ( ) , )  t  (1- )  (1- r) . 
Hence  is fuzzy  bounded.  
Assume that    ) →  and  )  →  . So ( ) , ) = 1 and    M( ) , ) = 
1  . Now    ( , ) ) ( ) , ) Taking limit to both sides,   as  n  tends to  , we obtain  
   1 1 = 1.  So      = 1, hence    =   
Definition 2.21: Let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space, then we define a fuzzy closed fuzzy ball with center Ã and 
radius r, 0  r  1 by [ ,r] = { X:  (1- r)}. 
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Lemma 2.22:  
 Every fuzzy closed fuzzy ball in a fuzzy distance space (Ã, , ) is fuzzy closed fuzzy set. 
Proof:  
Let   then by lemma 2.11 there exists a sequence {( )} in [ ,r] such that ( ) converges to  
,therefore   (( ) , ) = 1 Now,   ( ,( ) )  (( ) , ) 
( ,( ) ) (( ) , )  (1- r)  1 = (1- r) Hence  [ ,r], therefore [ ,r] is a 
fuzzy closed fuzzy set  
Theorem 2.23: 
A fuzzy distance space is a fuzzy topological space. 
Proof:  
 Let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space . Define = { Ã:   if and only if  there exists  0  r  1 such that  ( , 
r) }.We prove now  is a fuzzy  topology on Ã. 
(i) Clearly  and Ã belong to . 
(ii) Let , ,….,  and put  = .We shall show that  . 
Let   then   for each 1 i  n. Hence there exists 0  1 such that ( , )  . 
Let r = min{ : 1 i n } thus r  for all 1  i  n so (1- r)  (1-  for all 1  i  n. So ( ,r)   for all 1  i  n 
Therefore  ( ,r)  = , this shows that  .  
(iii)  Let { : iI }  and put  =  . We shall show that . 
Let   then   which implies that   for some iI since    there exists 0  r  1 such that  
( ,r)  
Hence  ( ,r)   = , this shows that  .  
Hence (Ã, ) is a fuzzy topological space.  is called the fuzzy topology induced by  
Proposition 2.24:   
Let (X,d) be an ordinary metric space. Then (Ã,d) is a metric space and let =   
be the fuzzy distance space induced by d. Then the topology  induced by d and the  fuzzy topology  induced by  
are the same. That is .  
Proof:  
Suppose that   then there exists 0  1 such that ( )   for every  , we obtain 
=  where t= α ˄ β. Let 1- r =    ,   then  (1- r) . It follows that ( , r)  . 
 Hence  . This shows that  . 
Conversely, suppose that  then there exists 0  r  1 such that  ( , r)   for every  .  
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Now     =  (1- r)  which implies that  t  (1- r) + (1- r) d .   Then    d  
Let       =     then      d      and therefore     ( )  . 
Hence   . This implies that    , therefore     =  
Proposition 2.25: 
  Let (X, d) be an ordinary metric space. Then ( ,d) is a metric space and  = {  and  {( )} fuzzy  Cauchy 
sequences in (X,d), ( ) ( )  ( ,( )) = 0} 
 = {( )} and {( )} fuzzy Cauchy sequences in (X, , ) such that ( ) ( ) 
 ( , )) = 1}.Then  = . 
Proof: 
The prove follows from the fact  (( ,( )) = 0  ( , ))  = 1  
Theorem 2.26: 
Every fuzzy distance space on a fuzzy set is a fuzzy Hausdorff space. 
Proof:  
Let (Ã, , ) be a fuzzy distance space and let  , Ã  with  ≠  Let   = r       for some       0  r 
1. Then for each t, r  t 1, we can find   such that  t by Remark 1.13. Now consider the two fuzzy 
open fuzzy balls ( ,1-  and 
 ( ,1- ).Then ( ,1- ( ,1- ) =  Since if there exists   ( , 1- ( , 1- ) . 
Then r =  t  r , which is a contradiction, therefore 
 (Ã, , ) is a fuzzy Hausdorff space  
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